
Data, workloads and applications now live in environments 
where it’s difficult or impossible to deploy physical firewalls. 

So how do you protect digital assets – regardless of where 
they’re located? You deploy VM-Series virtual firewalls, with 
all the capabilities of Palo Alto Networks market-leading, 
Next-Generation Firewalls – but in a virtual machine 
form factor. 

Now you can manage perimeter threats as well as threats that 
can move laterally within and across environments – anywhere.

Where do you need 
a virtual firewall?
Answer: Just about everywhere!

Meet your public cloud 
security obligations
Virtual firewalls help you secure all the stuff that’s your responsibility 
in these for-rent environments: operating systems, platforms, access 
control, data, intellectual property, source code and content.

PUBLIC CLOUD

VM-Series virtual firewalls boost regulatory compliance 
by providing protection across public clouds and other 
environments – so you can protect your data, regardless 
of where it resides.

VM-
Series

Secure virtualized compute 
resources and hypervisors  
Virtual firewalls provide lateral movement protection by inspecting 
traffic flows inside private clouds – which can help simplify 
microsegmentation and reduce the attack surface. 

PRIVATE CLOUD/HYBRID CLOUDS

Deploying VM-Series virtual firewalls  boosts SDN 
security in virtual environments built with software-
defined networking (SDN) fabrics such as VMware NSX® 
and Nutanix Flow.

VM-
Series

Isolate and protect critical systems
Virtual firewalls deliver local branch segmentation and threat 
prevention to ensure regulatory compliance and consistent branch 
network security from the same console used to manage 
other environments. 

BRANCHES

Branch locations also benefit from the virtualized form 
factor of VM-Series firewalls, deployable on a whitebox 
or existing servers to minimize space requirements.

VM-
Series

Protect app development speed 
Virtual firewalls provide on-demand auto scaling to ensure 
security when you need it most.

DEVOPS

With automated network security, security provisioning
can be integrated directly into DevOps workflows and 
continuous integration/continuous development 
(CI/CD) pipelines without slowing the pace of business.

VM-
Series
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The Future
Innovate and stay competitive securely with a single security toolset 

for the environments you rely on today – and tomorrow. 

Find out how with a personalized demo     

https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/company/request-demo

